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SYSTEM 
MONITORING



Why Monitoring

A monitoring system is important because:

 A solar PV system is an investment because it is able to
produce electricity. When the electricity production falls
below expectation, it affects the investment value

 Many of the failure modes are gradual rather than sudden,
and when caught early enough can be repaired quickly
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How do We Monitor

1. Manual monitoring:
The simplest type, this is where the technician
observes and measures a set of data and records it
on a log book

2. Local monitoring:
Often as simple as a display screen for the
components such as the grid inverter and/or
battery inverter

3. Remote monitoring:
Requires that a monitoring system is installed along
with the solar PV system as well as an internet
connection

4. Remote monitoring with reporting:
Similar to a remote monitoring system, it has the
added capability of periodic reporting and often
immediate alerts that can be set up ahead of time
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Manual Monitoring

Often this method is the most cost efficient and the most appropriate for a
smaller system. Especially applicable for small home systems because the
components often do not have an option for a display.

Small home system’s components are usually low cost and therefore do not
normally come default with a display if it even has that option.

Lack of monitoring and proper maintenance are the two main causes for
premature failures of many small home systems throughout the world. Even a
manual monitoring method where the user records basic information about the
system and the weather conditions can help predict failures before they become
severe.

With the right information recorded by the user, the NGO donors or the
government entity who funded the small home system can devise an early
warning method for the system’s failure and if caught in time can apply for
warranty from the manufacturer or the supplier.
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Manual Monitoring
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Sample log book form for manual data
recording. Match the columns for the data
recording with the capability of the
user/operator. Also need to add the time
of data collection as well as weather.

Ideally different sets of data need to be
taken in the late morning and in the
evening. In the late morning (11:30am-
1pm), the array voltage and current need
to be recorded as well as the time and the
weather.

At night (1 hour after official time for local
sunset), the battery voltage and current
need to be recorded.



Local Monitoring

Appropriate for slightly larger systems than small home
systems, a local monitoring method simply involves solar PV
components with a data display included during the initial
installation and commissioning.

In most cases, the data display stores the system’s
performance information for up to 128 days so that the
operator/user do not need to record the data on a daily basis.
However, the information still need to be recorded on a
regular basis.
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Local Monitoring
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Remote Monitoring

Larger system components (>1000 Watt peak) normally have
a data display built in and an option to send the data to a
centralized server. The server can be within the network of
the user or to an external cloud storage server via internet.

Often the data display has the ability to connect to USB,
Bluetooth or Ethernet connection for the data transfer. Some
even have built in web servers that can be accessed directly
to display the information via an http connection. These
webservers usually have a usable to great user interface for
the information.
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Remote Monitoring
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Remote Monitoring
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Remote Monitoring with Reporting

Some systems that are capable of remote monitoring can also compile a
customized report and/or alerts. These reports and alerts are very useful
to automate not only the monitoring efforts but also to compare with
previous periods.

An alert can be set up when any of the monitored parameters are outside
of the programmed values. Usually the alert is via email and it’s possible
when there is an internet connection.

Reports can be set up on a daily, weekly or monthly basis as well as
annually. These reports can be useful to see trends that are happening to
the system. An example would be a tree that is growing to cast a shadow
on the array can be seen as a decline in output power.
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Remote Monitoring with Reporting
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Email from SMA Sunny Portal
for the daily report. Other
information and other intervals
are available (weekly, monthly,
etc)



Remote Monitoring with Reporting
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Email from SMA
Sunny Portal for the a
communication fault
alert. Other types of
alerts are available
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